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To all whon, it may concern: 
Be it known that I, L. LEROY ROWE, of 

Boston, in the county of Suffolk and State of 
Massachusetts, a citizen of the United States, 

5 have invented a new and useful Improvement 
in Devices for Crimping the Ends of Stove or 
other Sheet-Metal Pipe, of which the follow 
ing is a full, clear, and exact description, ref. 
erence being had to the accompanying draw 
ings, forming a part of this specification, in 
eXplaining its nature. 

It is very desirable to provide means where. 
by stove and other sheet-metal pipe of a uni 
form diameter throughout can be quickly and 

I5 easily united. Heretofore this has often been 
done by slitting the end of one pipe so that 
it may be bent inward somewhat and overlap 
and thereby form an end section of less di 
ameter, which will enter the end of another 
section of pipe of the same diameter. This 
method of reducing the diameter of a pipe 
is objectionable because it is necessary to cut 
the pipe, and because, so far, as I am aware, 
there are no means by which it can be done 
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diameter of the pipe is to form corrugations 
therein which extend from the end backward, 
gradually decreasing in depth. This provides 
the end of the pipe with a gradual and regular. 
taper. In order to accomplish this result, how 
ever, it is desirable to employ a tool having two 
jaws, each of which is provided with parallel 
projections and recesses, the projections of each 
jaw being arranged to enter the recesses of the 

35 other. It is also necessary that these jaws be 
supported in a manner to permit one to be 
moved in relation to the other with a very con 
siderable force or pressure, and my invention 
relates to a device or tool of this character. 

Referring to the drawings, Figure 1 is a view 
in perspective of a section of a sheet-metal 
pipe of the same diameter throughout. Fig. 
2 is a perspective view of the entire section of 
pipe, showing its end reduced in size or taper 
by corrugations formed therein. Fig. 3 is a 
view in perspective of the complete crimping 
tool. 
able jaw forming a part thereof. Fig. 5 is a 
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expeditiously. Another way of reducing the 

A represents one jaw of the tool or device, 
and A the other. 
The jaw A has the recesses a and projec 

tions a, and the jaw A' has the recesses a and 
projections a, so arranged in relation to the 
recesses and projections of the jaw. A that the 
projections a? of the said jaw A enter the re 
cesses a of the jaw A, while the projections 
a' of the jaw. A shutor close into the recesses 
C. of the jaw A. 
The jaw A is formed at the end of a short 

arm, e, which is pivoted at e” to the section 
A, upon which the jaw A is formed, and it is 
provided with a movement toward the jaw. A 
by means of the operating arm or lever C, 
which is pivoted at e to a projection or hood, 
E, extending from the part A* of the tool, and 
which has a projection or roll, e", adapted to 
bear upon the upper surface of the jaw A. 
The lever or arm C is so pivoted and the 7o 

projection or roll e'so arranged in relation to 
the pivotal point that upon the movement of . 
the lever away from the handle A the projec 
tion or roll is imoved away from the surface of 
the lower jaw, A and permits the upper jaw, 75 
A, to be mioved upward, or away from the 
lower jaw, by means of the spring e.. 
The hood or projection E has a recess which 

partially covers or incloses the upper jaw, A', 
and the pivote and bearing projection or roll 
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e' being arranged in relation to the jaw A' and 
its pivot e, as shown, enables the jaw to be 
moved against or toward the jaw. A with very 
great force. 
In use the end of the pipe is inserted be. 

tween the two jaws and the jaws brought to 
gether thereon and a section of the pipe, 
crimped, and the pipe is moved in relation to 
the jaws or the jaws to the pipe, crimping suc 
cessive sections thereof until the pipe has been 
reduced in diameter and brought to the de 
sired taper. 
Having thus fully described my invention, 

I claim and desire to secure by Letters Patent 
of the United States 

: 1. In a crimping-tool, the combination of a 
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Fig. 4 is a view in perspective of a mov- jaw, A, having recesses and projections a a?, 
the section A', and handle A, with the jaw 

vertical central section thereof. Fig. 6 is a A, having the recesses (t- and projections a, 
and the arme, pivoted at e to the section A, Ioo 5O cross-section upon the line a a of Fig. 5. 
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and the lever or arm C, pivoted at e to the sec- the lever or arm C, pivoted at e to the section Io 
tion E, and having the roll or extension e', E, and having a roll or extension, e, adapted 
adapted to bear upon the surface of the jaw to bear upon the surface of the jaw A, and 
A, substantially as described. the spring e, substantially as described. 

2. In a crimping-tool, the combination of a 
jaw, A, having recesses and projections a a?, L. LEROY ROWE. 
the section A', and handle A", with the jaw A', Witnesses: 
having the recesses a” and projections a, and F. F. RAYMOND, 2d, 
the arm e', pivoted at e' to the section A, and FRED. B. DoIAN. 

  


